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 :   Vocabulary- Grammar – reading- writingسواالت شامل 

 نمره سواالت ردیف 
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A-Match the pictures with the appropriate words.( 1 point) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
3)…..                                 4)…                1)…                                 2)…. 

 
a) leopard            b) putting out fire           c) observatory             d) cutting trees           

 

B-Match the words in (A) with their definitions in (B).(There is one  extra option in (B) (./5 p.)  

(A)                                                        (B)                                                                               

5) instead                               a)  things that are true  or that really happened 
6) fact                                     b) in place of someone or something else  
                                               c)  the time after now  

                                    
C-Fill in the blanks with appropriate words.(./5 point)  

                            (   healthy  - increased- carry )                                 

7) They   have ……………..  the price by  50 % .  
8) We can thank Allah by keeping our body ………..…. 
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A-Choose the best option.( ./5 point) 

 

9)  “I haven’t got my phone.”   “ That’s OK. I ……………….you mine.” 
     a) will lend         b) lend                c) am going to lend             d) lent 

 
10) Roya is …………………. as  her sister. 
a) intelligent                   b) as intelligent                 c) more intelligent             d) most intelligent  
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Vocabulary :2 points 

  

Grammar : (2 points) 

  
 

 



B) Write the correct form of the words in parentheses.( ./5 point) 

 
11) Ali :  Why have you put on your coat ?  

     Reza :  I …………….. ( buy) some bread.  We don’t  have any bread  for breakfast .  
12) A holiday by the sea is ……………… (good)  than  a holiday  in the mountains.  

 
C)Look at the pictures and complete the sentences using proper adjectives.(./5 point) 

 

Farzin  is not as fat as his brother ,Farid . 
13)Farid is ……………….. Farzin .  

14)Hamed is …………………..  of all.  
 
 

 
        

 
D)Underline  one error in each sentence  then write its correct form.(./5) 

15)Among all teachers ,my English teacher is most patient.              (……………..) 

16) There are two bus stop  near your school.                                     (..……………) 
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 Passage 1 : Read the following passage carefully . (2points) 

 
       One of the most wonderful parts of our body is blood. It is 

a red liquid that goes around our body to keep us healthy and 

alive. In fact, it can go around our body because our heart 

pumps it all the time. 

There are red cells, white cells, plasma, and platelets in blood. 

Each of them does a special job. Red cells carry oxygen and 

collect carbon dioxide from body parts. White cells are like 

brave soldiers. They defend our body against microbes. Plasma 

is a yellow liquid that carries blood cells. More than half of the 

blood is plasma. 

 

 

             A. Choose the best answer. 

17) What color is plasma? 

 a) red            b) yellow             c) white 

18) What is the job of white sells?  

a)fighting with brave soldiers     

b) collecting carbon dioxide     

c) defending our body against microbes  

2 Reading (4points) 

 

  

Hamed Farid Farzin 



B. True/False 

19) There are only white cells in plasma.                                 a)True             b)   False  

20) Red cells are smaller than white cells.                                a)True              b) False  

         21) The number of red cells is more than white cells.              a) True              b)  False 

 
C. Match two halves. 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 *********************************************************************** 
Passage 2 : Read the following passage then answer the questions.  (2points) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

25) Panda is a very popular animal.                                        a)  True          b)  False 
26) Mountain forests are the giant panda's habitat.                 a)  True          b)  False 

 
27)  How much bamboo does a giant panda eat in a day? 
a)  12 pounds            b) more than 25 pounds      c) not mentioned in the passage.    

 
28)  Which of these actions will help save the giant pandas? 

  a) Building more roads so people can go and see them. 
  b) Keeping their habitat from being destroyed. 
  c) Moving all the pandas to zoos. 

 
a) our heart pumps it all the time. 

b) then it is dangerous. 
c) and collect carbon dioxide. 
d) to keeps us alive. 

 

 
22) The heart pumps blood round the body 
23) Blood can go around our body because 

24) Red blood cells carry oxygen round the 
body 

 
 

                         Giant panda 

       The giant panda is the rarest member of the bear 

 family. It is one of the world’s  most  threatened  
animals. The giant panda is very well loved. It is a 
 special animal for the World Wildlife Fund.  

 It has been their logo since the WWF was                                      
 started in 1961.         

Giant pandas live in forests in the mountain areas in central and southwest China. 
        As more roads and railway lines are built, the forest habitat is destroyed. 

When that happens, the pandas can't find enough bamboo to eat. And they need a 
lot to eat - almost 28 pounds of bamboo per day! 

      Through the efforts of the WWF and other groups, the number of giant pandas 
is on the rise. But it hasn’t been enough to remove it from the endangered animal 

list. 
 

 
 



29) Why is the giant panda endangered? 
  .Its habitat and food source are disappearing a)    

.it huntOther animals  b)    

   c) Its habitat is being taken over by other animals. 
 

Find The  definition for each word . (./75 point) 

                            
30) threatened                               a) the natural  home of a plant or animal 

31) rise                                          b)to be likely to happen or be in a bad situation  
increase )c                                   habitat   )23 
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A)Complete each sentence with the correct form of the adjectives.(./5  point) 

33)A car is usually  ………………………a bicycle .( heavy) 

34)Spring is ………………………….season of the year. (beautiful)  
 

B)Put  the words  in the correct order to make sentences. ( 1 point)  

  
35) protection / animals / need / endangered/ and / attention / . 

36 ) more/ gold/ than/  silver/ is / expensive/ . 
 
C) Read the text then complete the tables below. One is enough for each group.(1 point) 

 

   Jimmy is an Italian boy, but he works in a large factory in Turkey. There are a lot of  

modern machines in the factory. They make beautiful plastic glasses and sell them to other  
countries . 

Adjective Adjective Adjective Noun Noun  

quality Material  nationality common  proper 

40)……….. 39)…………. 38)………….. 37)…………..  Jimmy 

 

 
D) Look at the pictures and complete the sentences. (1point) 

 

41)We should pay at - - - - - - n  to warnings.  
 

             42) Doing ex - - - - -  keep us healthy.  
  

E) Compare the nouns in the box . Write  a sentence for it using the given adjective..(./5 point) 

 

Compare        adjective 

Cheetahs / lions           Fast  

 

                   43)……………………………………………………. 
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Best Wishes !
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Writing (4 points) 
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